
 

 

CELLULARLINE PRESENTS NEW ACCESSORIES FOR GALAXY’S S22 MODELS 

 

Tempered glass, cases and chargers are the new Cellularline’s products that allow you to take the 

full advantage of the new Galaxy 

 

On February 9, during the Unpacked event, the new models of the Samsung Galaxy S22 were 

presented. There are three new top of the line Samsung Electronics that push innovation and 

creativity of users to new frontiers: we start with the Galaxy S22 and S22+ equipped with a new 

processor and cutting-edge cameras, able to capture sharp and bright images. Finally, the latest 

Samsung smartphone is the Galaxy S22 Ultra, equipped with an integrated S Pen and a 6,8'' Dynamic 

AMOLED 2x display capable of reaching maximum brightness peaks of 1750nits. These new 

smartphones of the South Korean company have several hardware and software improvements that 

can attract the attention of fans, and Cellularline is ready to provide them with a different type of 

accessories dedicated to protection and charging. 

 

Among the news of Cellularline’s accessories there is IMPACT GLASS, the tempered glass for S22 

and S22+ that ensures a protection up to 9H and that keeps the characteristics of the display 

unchanged. The version of IMPACT GLASS for the S22 Ultra differs from the previous ones by the 

thermoformed curved edges that perfectly embrace the design of the phone. 

 

Moving to phone covers, Cellularline offers different solutions suitable for all styles. All the covers 

also feature the antibacterial technology Microban® that eliminates up to 99.9% of bacterial 

growth on the surface of the covers and keeps constantly active because it is integrated into the 

materials. SENSATION is the elegant cover for S22 and S22+ made of soft touch silicone. Thanks to 

a scratch-resistant microfiber lining, SENSATION guards and protects the new Galaxy. For 

protection lovers, Cellularline offers TETRA FORCE STRONG GUARD, the flexible S22 and S22+ case, 

with raised edges and reinforced corners. TETRA FORCE STRONG GUARD has, in fact, been made 

with a system able to cushion and dissipate the impact caused by falls, reducing the risk of internal 

and external damage to the smartphone. 

 

Finally, for those who prefer to maintain the design of the new Galaxy, Cellularline has created 

CLEAR STRONG, the transparent hard case for S22, S22+ and S22 Ultra. CLEAR STRONG is equipped 

with rubber edges to cushion impacts and is MilitaryTest certified against bumps and scratches. 

 

In addition to protection, Cellularline has created a new line of accessories able to maximize 

all the functions of the new Galaxy’s models. DUAL CHARGER is the network charger that allows 

you to charge two devices simultaneously thanks to a USB-C socket equipped with Super Fast 

Charging 25W technology and a USB socket that when used simultaneously reaches 15W. 

For those who need a charge while moving is present USB-C CAR POWER KIT 25 W car charger with 

25W USB-C socket and ideal for charging at maximum speed Samsung devices.  
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Cellularline S.p.A.  
Cellularline S.p.A., founded in Reggio Emilia in 1990, is, with the brands Cellularline, Ploos, AQL, Music Sound, Interphone, Nova and 
Skross, the leading company in the field of accessories for smartphones and tablets. The Group sets itself as a technological and 
creative point of reference in accessories for multimedia devices with the aim of offering users an accessory with excellent 
performance, ease of use and experiential uniqueness. The Group now employs around 240 employees and Cellularline branded 
products are marketed in over 60 countries. 


